Disappear in the pages
of a mystery....
Caught on the rocks in the crosshairs of the storm

National award-winning author Penny Goetjen engages readers in a captivating escapade on the rocky, at times tumultuous coast of Maine.
Set in a seemingly warm and cozy inn, Murder on the Precipice depicts the
story of a missing female guest with eerie similarities to an unsolved disappearance years earlier when the property was used as an all-girls school.
Family obligations force Manhattan interior designer Elizabeth
Pennington to put the big city in her rear-view mirror and return
to the inn, her childhood home where, in a tragic twist of fate, she
lost her parents at a tender age. Faced with her grandmother’s failing
health strained by the pressures of running the family business,
Elizabeth navigates treacherous waters to save the inn from a killer
in their midst. But in her search for answers as a deadly hurricane
barrels up the coast, she uncovers details that question everything
she thought she knew about herself, her family and her past.
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In her follow-up novel, Penny Goetjen
delivers another riveting tale.
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When dearly beloved becomes dearly departed

The Livingston family is no stranger to tragedy. Losing both parents at
a young age in what authorities ruled an accident, Lucretia Livingston,
the sole heir to the estate, is left to pick up the pieces. But many locals
question the circumstances surrounding their deaths and if the family’s
wealth was an irresistibly seductive motive for crossing the line.
Elizabeth Pennington returns to the coast of Maine after receiving an
unexpected wedding invitation. Hoping to surprise her friend, she
arrives unannounced at the Livingston Estate-turned-inn, only to
discover no one knows her whereabouts. Just as disconcerting is the
disappearance of the innkeeper’s young bride, Lucretia. Frantic for
answers, Elizabeth becomes tangled in a tortured trail of deception,
betrayal, love lost, and murder in Murder beyond the Precipice.
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